**Teens - Homework Help**

**BJ Pinchbeck’s Homework Helper**
A comprehensive set of web sites to help students with homework. Sections from Art and Music to Social Science guide students to sites where they can easily find the answers they need.

**CAMIO® - Catalog of Art Museum Images Online**
Recommended for: General user. CAMIO®—Catalog of Art Museum Images Online—is a premiere resource of works of art from around the world contributed and described by leading museums. Showcasing a wide...

**Homework Spot**
K-12 homework resources organized by subject and grade-level at HomeworkSpot.com.

**howjsay.com**
An English pronouncing dictionary with Instant sound. Even a well-read person knows words that they’ve never heard anyone pronounce; easy to use and growing continuously for all ages.

**Internet Public Library Teenspace**
IPL gathered info to help teens with life, school, friends, and work with articles written especially to help solve problems, links to web sites to use for homework, and a place to ask questions.

**Knight Cite**
Citation generator service that simplifies compiling an accurate bibliography in the appropriate style by formatting the given data on a source into a reliable citation.

**Literary Criticism**
Critical and biographical websites about authors and their works that can be browsed by author, by title, or by nationality and literary period.

**Plagiarism.org**
Develop a better sense of what plagiarism means and learn the planning, organizational, and citation skills essential for producing quality writing and research.

**Pros and Cons of Controversial Issues**
This non-profit promotes critical thinking, education, and informed citizenship by presenting controversial issues in a straightforward, nonpartisan, pro-con format.

**Research and Writing for High School and College Students**
A six step guide to tackling frustrating assignments by answering questions from how to pick a topic and gathering information to writing the paper and proofreading.
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